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Generally speaking, when a listed firm in China gets into abnormal trouble
according to certain guidelines set forth by China’s securities regulatory authority, it
will be labeled as a Special Treatment (ST) firm. This paper focuses on the future of
these ST firms, identifying whether the ST firms will remove the ST label or end with
exiting from the stock exchange. Using the Survival Analysis method，it shows the
occurrence of the events “uncap”and “delist”, and also the factors that related to these
two kinds of events. The research is aim to achieve reasonable forecasting about the
ST firms’future.
The survival analysis is a statistical method, based on the censored data. The data
used in the survival analysis includes the survival time and all kinds of the related
factors. There are three main methods in the survival analysis: non-parametric,
semi-parametric and parametric approaches and the former two ones will be found in
this paper. Survival analysis has been widely used in the biomedical issues, but rarely
in finance, and this paper is also the first time to apply the survival analysis to the
Chinese ST firms’“uncap”and “delist”events.
Empirical evidence indicates: the solvency, profitability, potential, cash flow and
the ownership structure have significant effect on the “uncap”event, which let the ST
firms remove the ST label successfully. But the factors stated above don’t have the
same effect on the “delist”event. Furthermore, a ST firm could avoid the risk of
exiting from the stock exchange by restructuring. The restructuring can meet the
urgent needs, but it isn’t a universal key to all the issues that the ST firms facing, as
it’s crucial for a ST firm to improve its competence of sustainable development to
remove the ST label and also make the further progress in stock-market or industry.
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